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AGENDA 

Title of meeting:  SLS Open Meeting  

Date:   October 5, 2016 

Time:   7:30 am 

Location:   SLS Lounge 

 Present: President, 1L Rep, 2L Rep, Academic Director, Events Director, Sports & Clubs Director, VP External, Development 
Director, CBA Rep, Health & Wellness Rep, ILSA Rep, Communications and Marketing Officer, Treasurer, VP Internal.  

 Regrets: 3L Rep, Alumni Director, Outreach Director. 

 

 September 28, 2016 - Minutes approved  

 
1) President Report 

 

 

 

• Student’s Letter Request 

• Conference booking the reading 
room 

NOTES 

 Recent medical issues in the TRU Law community; There will be cards and small 

gifts purchased to send our well wishes to Ruby & Zain. 

 

 Student Letter Request; A student has approached us requesting that we prepare a 
letter to support the Lakehead non-articling option as its being phased out. 

 Discussed that we’re not sure the whole student body supports this, or that we’re 

interested in doing that at this time. We will respond with a no for now & suggest 

she comes to present on it if she feels strongly about it. 

 

 Conference Booking Reading Room; they can book it but require that the students 

agree to it. The SLS is giving the OK on behalf of the students. 

 

 Funding Meeting; Reminder, it will be October 11th, 5:30-7:30. Applications have 

all been submitted. Christie puts together the meeting and assembles reports, these 

will be distributed in advance of the meeting. We have approximately $7000 to 

give this year. 

 From 5:30-6:30 club reps will give 5-minute presentation & we can ask questions 

afterward. from 6:30-7:30 we, as an exec, discuss and allocate funds based on our 

list of criteria, who needs what & what we have to give. 

 

(2) Reports from Internal Directors 

 

(a) Class Representatives 

 

 

1L  

NOTES 

 

 

2L  

  

 

 

3L  
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(b) Academic 

 

 

 CAN Bank winner 

 Tips & trips recap 

NOTES 

 CAN Bank Winner; Angela B in 2L won, she’ll be informed & it will be announced shortly. 

 

 Tips & Tricks; There was a decent turnout. Noticed some confused faces but various 

members of the exec have received positive feedback. 1L Rep will advise if she receives 

other feedback that needs to be shared. 

 

 Further note; Academic planning committee to meet on Thursday, come if you’re interested. 

Exams and curriculum to be discussed this year, with respect to exams it appears in-school 

exams will be discussed and a policy set before take home exams are dealt with. 

 

(c) Events 

 

 

 Non-SLS/TRU events that 

should be posted on FB 

 Lip Sync Rules (proposal 

as appendix A) 

 

NOTES 

 Posting Events; Generally, post whatever you want to share. Comment from 
communications officer that our group can get bogged down, it’s a busy page, we should 

generally keep that in mind. Further comment that things can be pinned if we’d like them to 

remain at the top of the page. 

 Additionally, if they’re events we become aware of but not under our position these could 

maybe be brought to the attention of the appropriate exec member. 

 

 Lip Sync Rules; proposal put forward, some changes discussed and rules set. See Appendix 

for final version. 

 

 Question on the Halloween location; It will be at Colombo. 

 

 Deans Formal; Jones has advised our president that his band would like to play. Jasmine will 

entertain this discussion, seek details and we can decide once informed. 

 

 Possibility of a DJ; have looked into having a DJ at the formal and it was raised that there 

could be a discount if they were used for 2 events, considering both Halloween and formal. 

Some discussion both in favour an against, considering necessity of this vs cost.Will look 

into numbers and come back.  

 Flowing from this, further discussion on budget. Reiterated that there is no budget for 

Halloween, need to work off of ticket sales. Comment that there should be Halloween 

decorations to reuse from last year. Reiterated that the only event with a budget is Formal. 

 

 

(d) Sports/Clubs 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(3) External Reports 

 

(a) Vice President External 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

 

(b) Development Director 

 

 

 

NOTES 
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(c) CBA Rep 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(d) Outreach Director 

 

 NOTES 

     

 

(e) Health and Wellness 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(f) ILSA 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(g) Alumni Director 

 

 NOTES 

 

 

(g) Communications and Marketing Officer 

 

 MarComm Takeover or TRU 

Law FB Page  

 Communications Committee 

NOTES 

 MarComm Takeover or TRU Law FB Page; Mar Comm at TRU has approached us 

about taking over our TRU Law FB page (not the group). This will be convenient, 

better managed. If we don’t, they’ll have to make their own anyway and then we’l just 

have two. 

 Motion to hand over control of FB page to Mar Comm; Seconded by Events; Vote – 

All in Favour. 

 

 Committee; Can this role have a committee to assist? Unanimous yes, discussion that 

this was the original intention for this position. Events, 3L rep & Communications to 

coordinate a post putting a call out for committee members as they each have 

committees to start. 

 

 Further Notes; All of our SLS events have been posted on TRU Events site, via Anne 

Kathrin. Not sure we like this, it appears as though Law is full of parties. 

Communications and Marketing Officer to draft a document setting out criteria for the 

events Ann Kathrin can share for posting to this calendar/site. 

  

 

(4) Financial Report 

 

 

 

NOTES 

 

 

(5) Vice President Internal Report 

 

 Review of roles & 

responsibilities per constitution  

NOTES 

 Review of Roles; Everyone needs to look at our constitution, read it and refresh on 

your roles and responsibilities! Also, note that we have an attendance provision -  after 

3+ unexcused absences repercussions can be discussed. Attendance can be improved, 

we made the commitment to do this and need to show up.  

 

 Further note; General apathy this year, we need to work on morale boosting & it starts 

with us. 
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(6) Other Business 

 

  

 

 Corporate Moots (2L) 

 Posting of agenda to general 

TRU Law page (Secretary) 

 Admissions Committee Update 

(Committee member) 

 Softball Tournament (VP 
External) 

NOTES 

 

 Corporate Moots; Spoken to by a 2L student attending the meeting.  

 Have discussed this idea with Senthe and Heshka, there are several steps required. As 

far as a team, most moots are in TO or elsewhere abroad and obviously that’s at a large 

cost and teams would need support. The school would need to apply for the teams and 

Senthe has indicated that students need to show an interest in a securities course and 

would also like a student voice on the committee.  

 Exec advised that securities was very popular on last year’s course interest survey & 

that we do in fact have a student spot on the committee and it has been filled. Further 

advised to ask if the committee would accept an additional student member, if so we 

will then fill that spot. 

 

 Posting the Agenda; Spoken to by our Secretary. 

 Wondering if we’d like to post the Agenda to our general TRU Law FB page before 

our meetings, just as it’s shared to executive. Thinking that this will help make us more 

accessible, which we seemed to be encouraging at the SAGM. Exec agrees this should 

be done & Alex noted this might need to bump up the time agenda items are due by, 

but this can be set once our new meeting time is set.  

 

 Admissions Committee Update; Spoken to by the committee’s student member. 

 The committee went through our proposals for an hour and recognized that students 

want admissions to remain holistic. The committee is now working on trying to 

attribute weight to various holistic criteria. 

  

 Softball Tournament; Spoken to by our VP External. 

 Our outreach director was told by the TRUSU entertainment director we need a 

certificate from the city of Kamloops, was something new to her and had not yet heard 

back, believe it was forwarded and we’re now waiting for an insurance certificate to be 

forwarded. Basically, we need to decide what we’d like to do, do we let the event be 

cancelled or do we proceed, but proceed on the understanding more exec will need to 

assist.  

 Agree that the event needs to proceed. Exec members have offered assistance, outreach 

director needs to ensure the insurance portion and the field booking is taken care of.  

 There are also two 3L’s that are big supporters of the event, they’ve offered to help too.  
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APPENDIX ‘A’ 

 

Halloween Lip Sync Rules (proposal with revisions in meeting) 

 

1. The competition will consist of 3 rounds  

2. Each year will perform at least 1 song in each round no longer than 90 seconds in length  

3. The number of participants is unrestricted  

a. Participant numbers can vary between rounds 

4. Songs must be different in each round  

5. Winner will be decided at the end of the third round by applause  

6. Each round will proceed in order of the year 

a. 1L, followed by 2L, finishing with 3L 

b. Each year will perform once in each round  

7. An effort should be made to lip sync the words to the songs chosen 

8. Everyone is responsible for their own music, to be brought day of.  

 

 

 

Halloween Lip Sync Rules (finalized) 

 

1. The competition will consist of 3 rounds. 

2. Each year’s team will perform at least 1 song in each round no longer than 90 seconds in length.  

3. The number of participants is unrestricted,  

a. Participant numbers can vary between rounds. 

4. Songs must be different in each round.  

5. The winner will be decided at the end of the third round by applause.  

6. Each round will proceed in order of year, 

a. 1L team, followed by the 2L team, finishing with the 3L team, 

b. Each year will perform once in each round.  

7. Teams are responsible for compiling their own music and bringing it to the event. 


